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Abstract
Block codes have trellis structures and decoders amenable to high speed CMOS VLSI
implementation. For a given CMOS technology, these structures enable operating speeds higher than those
achievable using convolutional codes for only modest reductions in coding gain. As a result, block codes
have tremendous potential for satellite trunk and other future high-speed communication applications. This
paper describes a new approach for implementation of the synchronization function for block codes. The
approach utilizes the output of the Viterbi decoder and therefore employs the strength of the decoder. Its
operation requires no knowledge of the signal-to-noise ratio of the received signal, has a simple
implementation, adds no overhead to the transmitted data, and has been shown to be effective in simulation
for received SNR greater than 2 dB.
I. Introduction
As speed requirements in communication systems increase, methods to implement high performance
error correction codes for reliable bandwidth efficient data transmission at high speeds are needed. Soft-
decision decoded block codes have trellis structures amenable to IC implementation [3,5] and can achieve
performance levels which approach those of convolutional codes.
For example, we have proposed a (64, 40, 8) subcode of the third-order Reed-Muller (RM) code to
NASA for high-speed satellite communications [6]. This RM subcode can be used either alone or as an
inner code of a concatenated coding system with the NASA standard (255, 233, 33) Reed-Solomon (RS)
outer code. This yields a high performance (or low bit-error rate) system with reduced decoding
complexity. It can also be used as a component code in a multilevel bandwidth efficient coded modulation
system to achieve reliable bandwidth efficient data transmission. The proposed (64, 40. 8) RM subcode has
a relatively simple, parallel trellis structure with a high degree of regularity. Consequently, a group of
structurally identical and relatively simple Viterbi decoders can be designed to process the decoding in
parallel. This not only reduces the decoding complexity but also increases the achievable decoding speed.
For the AWGN channel using BPSK transmission, the (64, 40, 8) RM subcode with a code rate of 0.626
bits/symbol achieves only 0.5 dB less coding gain than the NASA standard rate-l/2 64-state convolutional
code. We believe the aforementioned structural advantages result in a factor of eight (8) increase in
attainable throughput. A prototype custom integrated circuit to implement the (64, 40, 8) RM subcode
decoder is currently being designed[6].
An important function required in block code implementations and not present in convolutional code
implementations is that of block synchronization. In a block code with N symbols per block, the received
signal must first be separated into N symbol blocks prior to decoding as shown in Fig. 1. A method is
needed to identify and appropriately section the blocks. While there is much literature describing the
theory of block codes [3,4], little has been published in the area of block synchronization methods. Most
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previouslypublishedworkwhichcanbeusedonblocksynchronizationdescribemethodswhichutilize
synchronizationbytesorsyncfields[1,2].
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Figure 1 The received data signal is made up of blocks of N symbols.
Methods which use goodness measures such as the winning path metric are possible. Consider a
decoder which chooses the winning path metric that is the largest. For a given SNR and over all N possible
symbol phases, the winning path metric in the in-phase condition will be the largest. Methods can be
devised in which the winning path metric in a particular symbol phase is compared with a decision
threshold to determine whether or not synchronization has occurred. Unfortunately, this threshold will
typically be a function of the SNR. Accurate estimation of the SNR is difficult, particularly in low SNR
situations. Thus, such approaches are best suited to applications where the SNR is large.
In this paper, we describe a method for synchronization of block codes for binary signaling
applications that does not need information about the SNR. It uses a single SNR independent threshold.
The approach has a relatively simple implementation with the complex synchronization acquisition
implemented at low speed and only simple delay/latching functions performed at the full symbol rate.
Furthermore, the approach requires no additional information, such as a synchronization byte, to be added
to the coded data. It utilizes the output of the Viterbi decoder and as such, employs the strength of the
decoder. The approach has been shown in simulation to be effective for off- channel SNRs greater than 2
dB. This approach will be implemented in the prototype (64, 40, 8) RM decoder we are building.
The outline of the paper is as follows. Following this introduction, Section II presents possible
approaches for block synchronization. In Section HI, we describe the proposed method for the (64, 40, 8)
RM subcode and present simulation results in Section IV for the approaches described in Sections II and
IH. Finally, we conclude with a summary in Section V.
4II. Synchronization Approaches
There are two primary classes of approaches for block code synchronization which we call extrinsic
and intrinsic synchronization methods. In extrinsic synchronization, additional bits are added in the form
of a synchronization byte for the sole purpose of synchronization. In intrinsic synchronization, no extra
bits are added. Instead information derived from the normal decode process is used for acquisition and
tracking of synchronization. In this section, we will examine these approaches in further detail.
A. Extrinsic Synchronization: Extra Bits Added for Synchronization
One approach for block synchronization is to employ a synchronization or sync byte in which a well-
defined pattern is transmitted every P blocks as shown in Fig. 2 for P equal to 3 (P is typically much
greater than 3). The receiver simply identifies this byte and synchronizes to it. For large enough P, there is
a relatively small overhead associated with this byte. However, the need to remove this sync byte
introduces irregularity in the decoder structure and increases its complexity. More important is that the
sync byte is difficult to find and track in low SNR situations and thus this approach is best suited for high
SNR applications with low to moderate data rates.
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Figure 2 Intrinsic synchronization utilizing a sync byte.
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B. Intrinsic Synchronization: No Extra Bits Added for Synchronization
A second class of synchronization approaches is shown conceptually in block diagram form in Fig.3.
Viterbi Decoder outputs such as the winning path metric or winning codeword are used by the
Synchronization Detector (SD) block to infer the presence or absence of synchronization. During
acquisition, the Phase Shifter arbitrarily chooses a phase and the decoder operates on a received block. The
appropriate Viterbi decoder outputs, which depend upon the particular implementation, are then passed to
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theSynchronizationDetector.If synchronizationisdetected,thatparticularphaseismaintained.If not,the
PhaseShifterselectsa newphaseandthedecoderthenoperatesona newblock of data.Thisentire
sequenceisrepeateduntil theSynchronizationDetectordeterminesthatsynchronizationhasoccurred.
Oncethesystemis synchronized,trackingcanbeaccomplishedbymonitoringtheoutputof theSD.In a
practicalimplementation,theSynchronizationDetectormayaverageorsumViterbidecoderoutputsover
P blocks for increased robustness.
oizationl
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Figure 3 Block diagram of a decoder employing feedback for synchronization.
There are many possible implementations for the Synchronization Detector whose robust
performance is essential to achieving the full benefits of the block code. Along with the received symbols,
the winning path metric is a readily available output from the Viterbi decoder. With simple modifications,
the decoder outputs can also include the winning (or most likely received) codeword. Both the winning
path metric and the winning codeword can be used as inputs to the Synchronization Detector. We will now
examine three possible approaches for implementation of the Synchronization Detector and the associated
block diagram for each resulting decoder system.
Simple Threshold-PM (Path Metric) Based Synchronization Detector
This approach utilizes the winning path metric as the measure to infer synchronization. In a typical
block code decoder which computes branch correlation metrics, the decoder chooses the path with the
largest path metric calculated over all allowed paths. Whether or not synchronization has occurred, each
data block input to the decoder will result in a path metric that is largest among each of the computed path
metrics. At any given input SNR, the winning path metric in the synchronized condition will be larger than
6anyof thewinningpathmetricsinanyunsynchronizedcondition.Thisinformationcanbeusedto infer
synchronization.If thewinningpathmetricexceedsomethreshold,synchronizationisassumedto have
occurred.
A conceptualplotof theaverage winning path metrics out of the decoder for both the in-phase and
out-of-phase cases as a function of the received SNR is shown in Fig. 4a for a typical block code. Note
from the figure that the threshold for the Synchronization Detector is well defined, albeit a function of the
SNR. The figure also reflects the difference between the in-phase and out-of-phase metrics is relatively
small with practical codes. Therefore, the SNR must be inferred accurately so that an appropriate threshold
can be chosen.
One way to infertheSNR istocalculatean averagebit-error-ratein thedecoder.This can be
accomplished by having the Vitcrbidecoder determine the most likclytransmittedcodcword and
comparing thiswithharddecisionsmade on thereceivedblocktocreatean cstimatcoftheraw bit-error-
rateor BER. In a practicalimplementation,thenumber oferrorscan be summed overa fixednumber of
blockstomeasure an averageBER. ThiscstimatcoftheBER can be usedtogeneratean estimateofthe
SNR, which inturncan be usedtochoosethesynchronizationdetectorthreshold.Inpractice,thisprocess
isnoisyatbest.Inlow SNR environments,thiscan leadtothechoiceofthewrong thresholdand incorrect
locking.As opposed tothecontinuousthresholdshown inFig.4a,a number of discretethresholdscan be
usedas shown inFig.4b.The appropriatethresholdinsucha casecouldbc chosen ina similarmanner
described above but determined using ranges of SNR.
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Figure 4 a. Conceptual illustration of a plot of the average winning path metrics as a function of the received
SNR for the in-phase and out-of-phase conditions, b. Discrete-thresholds versus the ideal threshold in (a).
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A blockdiagramof adecoderemployingtheSimpleThreshold-PMsynchronizationdetectoris
showninFig.5.A symbolphaseischosenarbitrarilyandthewinningpathmetricissummedfor P blocks.
This sum is compared with a threshold that is a function of the received SNR and derived in a manner
described earlier. When the Path Metric Sum (indicated in the figure) exceeds the threshold, the current
phase is maintained until a time when the path metric sum is smaller than the threshold and
synchronization is lost. The acquisition process is then repeated I to resynchronize the system. The
performance limitation of this approach is that the threshold is a function of the inferred SNR which is
unreliable at low SNRs. Thus, this approach is best suited for applications in which the SNR is high.
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Figure 5 Block diagram of the use of the Simple Threshold-PM synchronization detector.
Simple Threshold-BER (Bit-Error Rate) Based Synchronization Detector
This approach is similar to the Simple Threshold-PM with the difference that the number of bit
errors per P blocks is used instead of the summed winning path metrics. A method similar to that used to
infer the BER (for the SNR estimation in the Simple Threshold-PM) is used generate the number of errors
between the winning block and hard decisions made on the received symbols. At a given SNR, when the
received block is in-phase with the decoder, the number of bit errors per this calculation method is smaller
than when it is out-of-phase. Thus, a set of curves which have the similar dependence on the SNR as those
in Fig. 4 can be generated and the appropriate threshold, which again is a function of the SNR, can be
determined.
1. Many adhoc methods for tracking and re-synchronization havebeen considered and can easily be implemented. The focus of
this discussion is the implementation of the Synchronization Detector.
8ThewinningpathmetricandtheBERarerelatedthroughtheSNRandit turnsoutthatboththis
methodandtheSimpleThreshold-PMaresimilar.However,in thismethod,sinceharddecisionsaremade
onthereceivedinputblock,informationabouthereceivedsequenceis thrownoutandasaresult,the
SimpleThreshold-PMwill performbetterthantheSimpleThreshold-BER.
Differential Decoder Reference Synchroni_ation Detector
The large number of discrete thresholds required using the approach illustrated in Fig. 4b comes
from the dependence of the winning path metric on the SNR for both the in-phase and out-of-phase
conditions. One solution to this is to create a metric that is a weaker function of the SNR which can reduce
the required number of thresholds. Observing that both the in-phase and out-of-phase plots of the winning
path metrics, shown in Fig. 4a, are a function of SNR and have positive slopes, we examined the
differential scheme shown conceptually in Fig. 6. Two decoders are used. The first is the main (data)
decoder and the second operates with a symbol phase delay which is not a multiple of the N (number of
symbols in a block). In this way, the second decoder is forced to operate out-of-phase from the first.
Threshold = f (SNR)
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Figure 6 Block diagram of the use of the Differential Decoder Reference synchronization detector.
The difference between the winning path metrics from the main and reference decoders is generated
and used to determine synchronization. Intuitively, the difference between the two curves of Fig. 4a results
in the reduction of the common-mode dependence on the SNR. The result shown in Fig. 7b is a
synchronization measure that is a weaker function of the SNR than both curves in Fig. 4a. This achieves
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Figure 7 a. Fig. 4a repeated for convenience, b. Conceptual illustration of a plot of the average difference
metrics as a function of the received SNR for the in-phase and out-of-phase conditions.
the desired result of the need for fewer discrete thresholds. However, more than one threshold is still
needed, requiting the undesirable need to once again infer the SNR. Furthermore, this solution is quite
expensive hardware-wise as it requires a second decoder used exclusively for synchronization.
III. Proposed Approach: Differential Correlation Reference (DCR)
Synchronization Detector
In this section, we describe what we call the Differential Correlation Reference (DCR)
synchronization detector. This approach exploits the following observation: the Viterbi decoder in effect
calculates the correlation between the BPSK received signal and all possible transmitted binary codeword
sequences and chooses the sequence with the largest correlation.
Let us define the correlation reference as the correlation between the received block and the binary
sequence among all 2 N sequences (where N is the number of symbols in a block) for which the correlation
is largest. As it turns out, the implementation of the correlation reference generator is quite simple. For any
given received sequence, the correlation reference is generated simply by taking the absolute value of each
input and summing over all N received symbols. The correlation reference for the curves of Fig. 4a has
been added in Fig. 8a. Note in the figure that starting from the low SNR end of the plot and moving tight,
how the in-phase plot converges toward and the out-of-phase plot diverges away from the correlation
reference. This makes the correlation reference the ideal reference for the differential structure described
lO
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Figure 8 a. Conceptual illuslyation of a plot of the average winning path metrics as a function of the received
SNR for the in-phase and out-of-phase conditions together with the correlation reference, b. In-phase and
out-of-phase difference metric as a function of SNR. Note: A single threshold is possible.
earlier. Subtracting both in-phase and out-of-phase curves from the correlation reference results in the two
curves shown in Fig. 8b. This allows a single threshold to be used to determine synchronization.
The differential correlation reference synchronization detector is shown conceptually in Fig. 9.
Instead of a second decoder, as used in the Differential Decoder Reference approach, this requires the
addition of only the absolute value function and an adder. Note from Fig. 8b that the difference between
the in-phase and out-of -phase cases can be quite small. This difference is easily increased by increasing P,
the number of blocks over which the synchronization control signal is generated.
The key disadvantage of the proposed synchronization detector is the time it can take to acquire
synchronization. Since there are N possible symbol phases and P blocks are averaged per phase, in the
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Figure 9 Block diagram of the Differential Correlation Reference synchronization detector.
II
worst case, acquisition will take NP blocks. The larger the P, the more robust the resulting detector as more
averaging is performed.
The DCR synchronization detector has three key advantages over the other methods considered.
First, its hardware cost is relatively small. The correlation reference is quite simple to compute by making
a few modifications to the Branch Metric Unit which generates branch metrics for the Add-Compare-
Select (ACS) Units of the decoder. Second, it allows the choice of a single threshold to detect the in-phase
condition for all SNRs. As a result, SNR information is not needed at all. Third, it falls in the class of
synchronization methods we call intrinsic synchronization and therefore, no extra information needs to be
added to the transmitted block.
IV. Simulation Results
In this section, we present simulation results obtained with the (64,40,8) RM subcode for the
intrinsic synchronization methods described in Sections 17and 117.The synchronization detector output for
three of the methods are plotted for each of the 64 phases as a function of SNR. In each case, the in-phase
condition results in the largest output. A line indicating possible threshold levels is shown for each method.
These simulations each used P equal to 50. These curves are a function of the random channel noise and
data patterns and while they are typical, are only the output from a single run.
The results for the summed path metric output is shown in Fig. 10a. The ideal threshold is clearly a
strong function of the SNR. As such, any method employing this synchronization function would need
accurate estimation of the SNR. A typical output of the Differential Decoder Reference synchronization
detector is shown Fig. 10b. For this simulation, a (64, 35, 8) RM subcode decoder was used for the
reference decoder. As can be seen from this diagram, it is possible to use only four thresholds. The
appropriate threshold would be chosen based on the SNR. This relaxes the accuracy with which the SNR
needs to be known. Yet, it nonetheless requires SNR information.
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Figure 10 Simulations results for P equal 50 for: a. Summed path metric output as a function of SNR for the
in-phase and out-of-phase conditions; and b. Differential Decoder Reference synchronization detector
output.
Simulation results for the Differential Correlation Reference are shown in Fig. 11. The threshold
optimized for an SNR of 2 dB is shown in the figure. The diverging nature of the in-phase and each of the
out-of-phase curves allows the use of a single threshold and eliminates the need for information about the
SNR.
Of practical interest is the probability with which this synchronization detector will make an error.
The probability of synchronization error is the sum of the probability that the detector output when in-
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Threshold Optimized
for SNR of 2 dB and
greater
Figure 11 Simulations results for P equal 50 for the Differential Correlation Reference synchronization
detector.
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phase drops below the threshold and the detector output when out-of-phase increases above the threshold.
The separation of the two curves in Fig. 11 is directly proportional to the averaging factor P. For larger
values of P, the separation is greater and the probability of error is decreased as the distance between the
curves and the threshold is increased. However, the system performance implication of a larger P is a
longer average time for acquisition.
We envision an SNR of 2 dB to be below the minimum SNR generally used in practice. The distance
of the topmost out-of-phase output to the threshold stays approximately constant up to an SNR of about 5
dB at which point the distance increases. We chose the SNR equal 2 dB case as a worst case condition
under which to verify the robustness of the proposed approach with P equal to 50. Under this condition,
ten-thousand(10,000) simulations were run with a decision threshold equal to -580. Of the 10,000
simulations performed, there were no synchronization detector errors. Since the simulated channel noise is
modeled as additive white Gaussian noise, the winning path metrics which are linear combinations of
samples of the channel output have a Gaussian distribution. From the simulation results, we calculated the
means and corvariances for the in-phase and out-of-phase conditions in order to estimate the false lock
probability. This error probability was calculated by summing the probability that the in-phase result is
smaller than the threshold and the out-of -phase result is greater than the threshold. Using this approach,
We estimate the false lock probability to be below 10"10.
As the averaging factor is increased, rather large performance gains can be obtained since the
distance between the in-phase and out-of-phase conditions increases linearly with P. Since this affects
acquisition time in only a linear manner, for most applications, a larger P (such as 50) can be worth the
potentially longer acquisition time. Gear shifting methods are also possible in which different values of P
are used during acquisition and tracking.
V. Summary
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In this paper, we surveyed potential approaches for block code synchronization and presented an
intrinsic method that does not require information about the received SNR. This method: uses a single
threshold independent of the SNR (dependent instead upon P, the number of blocks averaged per symbol
phase); has a relatively simple implementation; and employs the strength of the decoder. Simulation results
were presented for the prototype (64, 40, 8) RM subcode decoder currently being designed. This approach
can easily be modified to be used in decoders which utilize minimum Euclidean distance metrics. The
proposed algorithm and implementation make practicable the use of block codes for satellite trunk and
other very high speed communication applications.
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